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Microfocusing and polarization effects in spherical neck ceramic
microstructures during microwave processing
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~Received 12 August 1998, accepted for publication 30 September 1998!

During microwave sintering of compacted ceramic powders, the electric field distribution within the
ceramic body on a macroscale is determined by a combination of the operating frequency, the
sample shape, and its permittivity. In contrast, our studies show that on a microscopic scale, the
local electric fields are disproportionately intense close to grain boundaries and rough surfaces due
to strong focusing. Also, the electric field in the interparticle contact zone exhibits preferred
polarization directions despite illumination by a randomly polarized wave. This can lead to a highly
nonuniform energy deposition and accelerated mass transfer rates via ponderomotive diffusion and
plasma generation. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!08101-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mechanical, thermal, optical, and dielectric prop
ties of ceramic materials depend to a large extent on t
method of fabrication, and the use of microwave energy
processing ceramic materials has recently become an a
area for research and innovation. The volumetric, direct,
lective, and instantaneous nature of microwave heating
lows the achievement of extremely high heating rates or
lective heating in multiphase systems. This can lead to no
ceramic materials with compositions and microstructures
achievable by other means.1 This would include nanograin
materials, tailored microstructures with specific spatial or
nization of grain sizes, and new types of ceramic-cera
and ceramic-metal composites.

Microwave sintering is a complex process combining
propagation and absorption of electromagnetic waves in
ceramic material, heat transport within the geometric bo
and densification that changes both the macroscopic s
and microstructure morphology. In order to understand th
processes, one must understand the mechanisms involve
length scales much smaller than that of the object or
electromagnetic wavelength~few cm!. This would include
mesoscale structures such as individual ceramic particles
make up the compacted body prior to full sintering~10
nm–10 mm!, through microscopic scale structures such
grain boundaries, and even down to molecular scales as
ated with the rotation of dipoles and migration of char
carriers under the influence of microwave fields.

Previous studies showed2 the very strong influence of th
ceramic particle-to-particle and grain boundary geome
and properties on the overall permittivity. This suggests t
the local electric fields can be disproportionately strong
certain regions such as interparticle contact zones, pores
rough grain surfaces. Within the microstructure itself, t
local electric field may exhibit violent variation in magnitud
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and direction, and can be orders of magnitude stronger t
the spatially averaged field. In other words, the electric fie
may be ‘‘collected’’ by the larger ceramic particles and f
cused into the smaller contact regions. Furthermore, the e
tric field may exhibit preferred polarization directions desp
being illuminated by a randomly polarized electric field.

This article is devoted to the investigation of field e
hancement and polarization effects in spherical neck cera
microstructures. There is a growing body of evidence t
suggests that sintering with microwaves results in enhan
mass transfer rates compared to conventional, ther
sintering.3,4 Two hypotheses have been suggested to exp
this, and both depend on the amplitude of the local elec
field. In the first case it is hypothesized that the enhan
sintering rates result from action of microwave electric fie
inducing enhanced charge vacancy~space charge! flows with
preferred directions~will be referred to as the pondermotiv
model!.5,6 Field intensification could dramatically accelera
this process in the vicinity of boundary contact surfac
pores, or microcracks. In the second hypothesis, the
hanced electric fields may be strong enough to initiate lo
unintentional ionization. This could alter the sintering pr
cess, leading to densification characteristics normally ass
ated with deliberate plasma microwave sintering.7

It is well known that in a system consisting of layers
air and ceramic in planes perpendicular to an externally
plied field, the field inside the ceramic is 1/e lower than the
field in the air8 ~e is the permittivity of the ceramic material!.
However, in some common microstructures the fields ins
certain ceramic regions can greatly exceed not only the
erage field in the pores, but also the applied field. A hig
relevant microstructure of this type is a pair of ceram
spherical particles joined by a spherical neck, as shown
Fig. 1~a!. Figure 1~b! demonstrates the field intensificatio
effect9 by displaying a close-up of the calculated equifie
contours in the contact region.

Various aspects of the fields generated in this two-sph
model are closely investigated in the following sections.
Sec. II we briefly describe the method of calculation a
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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discuss quantitatively the intensity of the fields and its hig
nonhomogeneity. This is done for various angles between
external fields and the axis of joining of the spheres. In S
III we deal with the direction of the electric field in the nec
region and calculate the total effect of fields coming from
directions both on the field intensity and directionality. Th
net effect is important in the above mentioned pondermo
model. Our conclusions will be summarized in Sec. IV.

II. CALCULATION MODEL AND FIELD INTENSITY
ENHANCEMENT

To obtain detailed information regarding the elect
field structure, electrostatic finite difference field soluti
methods can be used as long as the size of the microstru
under investigation is much smaller than either the wa
length or the skin depth in the ceramic. In this finite diffe
ence procedure a model space is created from simula
cells that are filled with either air or ceramic to form th
desired microstructure, and appropriate permittivities are
signed to cells. The nonzero frequency regime is hand

FIG. 1. ~a! Electric field focusing in the neighborhood of two spheric
ceramic particles.~b! Close-up of the calculated equal electric field contou
in the interparticle contact zone. The squares represent the boarders
ceramic spheres.
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through the use of complex permittivities. An applied ele
tric field is created by assigning a potential difference b
tween the top and bottom of the model space. Internal po
tials are subsequently found at the vertices that define e
cell by either iteration or sparse matrix inversion, and elec
fields are computed afterwards from potential gradients.

Finite difference simulations of the structure shown
Fig. 1 have been carried out in three dimensions for a var
of angles between the principal axis joining the spheres
the direction of the applied field. A model space of 96396
3152 equal cubic cells was used. Two touching dielec
spheres of radii 28.22 and intersphere separation of 56 c
in the z direction were used.

An electric field that creates an angle2u with the
spheres’ axis in theXZ plane is generated by imposing th
potentialf(x,z)5z cosu2x sinu on the lower (z50) and
upper (z51) planes. Free boundary conditions were im
posed on the other faces of the model cube. When th
boundary conditions are imposed on a homogeneous die
tric material, a constant electric field of amplitude unity a
angle2u with thez axis is generated. The dimensions of t
model space were determined so that there are at least 2
cells between the dielectric spheres and the boundaries i
directions. This reduces the sensitivity to the choice of
vertical boundary condition. For example, using mirr
boundary conditions instead of the free boundary conditi
changes the numerical results presented below by less
8%.

Dielectric permittivities representative of either h
Al2O3 at 35 GHz (e51021.0j ) or hot ZnO at 2.45 GHz
(e540220j ) were used for the ceramic cells. The equip
tential contours obtained in the solution for ZnO wh
u545° are plotted in Fig. 2. This plot illustrates two typic
results. First, the intensified fields inside the ceramic
found throughout the circular interparticle contact zone, w
the highest fields located directly adjacent to the outer
cumference of the neck. The field distribution is quite simi
to that of Fig. 1~b!, that was calculated foru50. The peak
internal ~inside the ceramic! fields are significantly greate
than the average field in the ceramic and even the app
fields, as will be shown later. Second, the field directi
~perpendicular to the equipotential contours!, which is essen-
tially 45° from vertical both outside the spheres and near
center of each sphere, is tilted in the interparticle zone
wards the direction of the axis and away from the direct
of the applied field. It is important to note that this preferr
polarization exists even for angles as large as 80°.

The magnitude of the intensified fields in the interpa
ticle contact zone as a function of the applied field angleu is
shown in Fig. 3. Foru50, the peak internal field for ZnO an
Al2O3 is 10 and 6 times greater than the applied field,
spectively @Fig. 3~a!#. The peak internal field in the nec
region is larger than both the applied field and the aver
field over the whole sphere, as long asu,87°. The external
field ~in air, adjacent to the neck! also follows a similar pat-
tern but with higher intensity@Fig. 3~b!#. Finally, the squared
amplitude (E2) of the electric field in the neck region, di
vided by the average squared amplitude over the entire
ume of ceramic material, is shown as a function of angle
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Fig. 3~c!. Notice that there are points within the ceramic th
are absorbing about 500 times more energy than the ave
absorption. Furthermore, this ratio can be even much hig
for smaller interparticle penetration depth. This is an imp
tant result, since the spatially averagedE2 in the ceramic
grain by themselves is directly related to the average po
density and thus the heating rate, and can be calculated
experiments. Knowing this, the peak field in the ceramic d
to intensification can be determined from the plots.

III. DIRECTIONALITY OF THE FIELD IN THE NECK
REGION

In the ponderomotive material flow theory5 the mass
flow effect is proportional toE2, and thus flow rates can b
almost three orders of magnitude larger than previ
estimates7,10,11 due to the local field intensification. More
over, unlike in the simple force calculations based on el
trostatic energy the fields are hypothesized to apply for
only on charged vacancies concentrated near the particle
faces, rather than being distributed over all of the atoms
the solid. This effectively amplifies the radiation pressure
create non-negligible surface flows. The flow pattern on
sphere is quadropolar in shape, leading to a ‘‘rectificatio
of flow in response to an alternating electromagnetic field
fixed polarization axis. One of the arguments against
theory is that with a randomly polarized electromagne
field like that in a multimode cavity, favorable flows will b
negated at a later time as the axis of polarization chan
The three-dimensional~3D! calculations described in thi
work contradict this argument. The polarization direction

FIG. 2. Calculated equipotential contours~absolute value! in the vicinity the
interparticle contact zone when the applied field is aligned 45° to the
joining the spheres. The diamonds represent the boundaries of the sph
particle.
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the intensified field within the ceramic neck remains nea
aligned with the axis for electric field application angles
large asu580°.

In order to get a quantitative estimate of this effect w
defined as a measure for the field polarization the quan

is
ical

FIG. 3. The variation of relevant parameters as a function of the angu
between the applied field and the axis joining the spheres.~a! Peak field in
the ceramic~internal! in the neck region divided by the applied field.~b!
Peak field in air~external! in the neck region divided by the applied field.~c!
Peak internal field squared in the ceramic divided by the average of
squared field taken over the entire volume of the spheres.
e or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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P5S Ever
2 /S Ehor

2 where the summation runs over all cells
the neck region, andEver andEhor are thez component and
the x,y components of the field, respectively~the neck re-
gion was defined as a sphere of radius 12 around the ce
of the joint axis!. Figure 4 shows the variation of the pola
ization P with the direction of the electric field. Values o
about 40 are obtained for the ZnO sample foru<80°. Even
for the alumina sampleP.1 for u<80°. This means that the
electric field in the neck region strongly favors the directi
of the axis of the spheres.

The results presented in Fig. 4 indicate that even for
electric field coming isotropically from all directions the
will still be a large net polarization. A large net effect is al
expected for all the quantities plotted in Fig. 3. We now tu
to the calculation of the overall effect of radiation comin
isotropically from all directions, as in an overmoded cavi
The electric field at the point (r 0 ,u0 ,w0) is given by
E(r 0 ,u0 ,w0)5**E(r 0 ,u0 ,w0 ,u,w) sinu du dw, where
E(r 0 ,u0 ,w0 ,u,w) is the field generated at (r 0 ,u0 ,w0) by
sources with the direction~u,w!. As the contributions from
different angles are not correlated in phase, and as we
interested in the absorbed power, the actual integration
carried overEver

2 , Ehor
2 , andE2. For a givenu, thew integra-

tion is performed by choosingw50 and summing up over al
w0 , as obtained in the 3D calculations described above~as
the integrand depends only onw2w0!. The u integration is
performed by summing up contributions calculated with a
plied fields in different directions. The relevant paramet
~those appearing in Figs. 3 and 4! of the total electric field, as
obtained by integration according to the above procedure
summarized in Table I. This result shows a total strong
effect of field intensification, local energy absorption, a
preferred directionality in the interparticle contact region.

IV. SUMMARY

It was shown that the microstructure of the electric fie
generated during microwave sintering of ceramics, exhi
strong variations in intensity and direction. For the tw
touching spheres model the internal peak field in the n
region can be much larger than the average field in the

FIG. 4. The variation of the polarization of the electric field energy abso
tion ~defined as the total vertical divided by the total horizontal squa
components of the electric field in the neck region! as a function of the angle
u between the applied field and the axis joining the spheres.
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terial, and is even 10 times larger than the externally app
field. The field in air in the neck region is 30 times larg
than the applied field. The local absorbed energy within
material can be 500 times larger than the averaged abso
energy. The focusing effect decreases slowly with the an
between the applied field and the neck axis, but is still
preciable for all angles up to 80°. An interesting and imp
tant result is the strong polarization of the electric field in t
direction parallel to the joint axis. The absorption throu
the parallel component of the field is 40 times larger th
that of the transverse component, up to 80°. Thus, in
pondermotive material flow theory, the radiation press
can produce a total strong net effect, creating large surf
mass flows, in spite of the isotropic nature of the radiation
an overmoded cavity. The fields created in the air near
neck may be strong enough to ionize the ambient gas, le
ing to densification characteristics normally associated w
deliberate plasma microwave sintering. These results can
count for the observed higher transfer rate in microwave s
tering, as compared to conventional thermal sintering.

Another conclusion relevant to microwave sintering
that in spite of the highly inhomogeneous energy depositi
significant differential thermal gradients still cannot be ma
tained across micron size particles.12 The thermal time con-
stants of micron-scale particles are simply too small, res
ing in gradients of no more than 1026 °K even for a heating
rate of 100 °K/min.

Although densification causes a decrease in electros
energy of a porous ceramic,7 calculations using a simple cu
bic lattice microstructure reveal this effect is negligib
~about 431028 cal/g for ZnO with a 1 kV/cm average field
in the ceramic grains! compared to conventional surfac
tension-based sintering driving forces~about 1 cal/g for 1
micron particles!. Even in a microstructure composed of a
ternating ceramic and air layers with a perpendicularly
plied field, where there is a great deal of pore electrost
energy, the energy change under the same conditions
31026 cal/g, corresponding to only 0.01 psi effective si
tering pressure.

With average fields of 1 kV/cm, peak pore fields can
as high as 30 kV/cm, which are large enough to cause
croscopic ionization at atmospheric pressure. This could l
to altered sintering characteristics normally associated w
deliberate plasma-microwave sintering.7

Finally, the field intensification is most pronounced
the early stages of densification, and it gradually diminish
as the average density approaches the final theoretical
sity of the solid ceramic material. This is consistent w
experimental observation of enhanced mass transfer r
during this phase of the sintering process.

TABLE I. Parameters of the total electric field integrated over all directio
of the source.

Material
Peak internal/
applied field

Peak external/
applied field

Peak internal/
average internal

Polarization
~P!

ZnO 6.9 22.1 333 41
Al2O3 3.9 10.2 40 25

-
d
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